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Lee Bambino and Cueball Lynch welcome viewers to the third episode of FCW: Freedom Fighters on TV-PR! 

Bambino: Welcome Ladies and Gentleman, and like always we thank you for inviting us into your homes 

tonight. We have two tag matches, in one we get to see the impact that Carl Batch has had on his clients, 

in the other we have the Puerto Rican Champion in action on the same side as his opponent in two weeks 

time. 

Cueball: Mutant and Kip have very rarely crossed paths in their FCW’s careers and so this is an important 

chance for them to scout each other out. I think they’ll be too preoccupied with that and Relentless will 

strike. 

Bambino: Relentless are a little aimless at the moment, House handsome are done, they lost the number 

one contenders match last week, they have to be asking themselves what is next and a win here tonight 

would be an emphatic show of confidence that they can make it back to the top of the tag division. 

Cueball: House Handsome are done, but tonight we start by mourning the loss of FCW’s most dominant ever 

faction. 

Bambino: We do what?



Backstage

Handsome stands, in front of a makeshift pulpit. Wearing all black, he’s addressing the row of chairs lined up. To his side is a framed 

picture from circa December 2019, Handsome front and centre with the Puerto Rican title, Frederique has his arms around Relentless 

who have the tag belts around their waist. Juggs is also there. The picture has a suspiciously Xavi shaped hole ripped out of it. 

Handsome delivers the eulogy, hyping how dominant the faction was, the good times that were had, the ever lasting impact left on 

FCW. Frederique plays the weeping widow role to perfection, scarf around his head, handkercheif clutched to his teary eyes. Juggs is 

there in his black suit looking sombre. Relentless look unsure why they decided to accept the invitation, but they have at least shown 

the ceremony enough respect to wear black. 

As Handsome wraps up the eulogy he confidently states that whilst House Handsome have been unjustly discriminated against and 

strook down in their prime (a very questionable statement) he is sure that all members will strive and achieve great things on their 

own. Frederique makes wide eye contact with handsome and looks over to Juggs in doubt. Relentless, satisfied that they have made an 

appearance thank Handsome and Frederique for the good times but make their exit. Juggs stays seated, silently sobbing. 

Handsome: Juggs… you can go now too. You’re free boy. Adios. 

Like a dog being kicked out into the rain Juggs reluctantly tucks his metaphorical tail beneath his legs and leaves. 

Farewell to House Handsome
 



Backstage

Xavi: Guys, I’ll give you the benefit of the doubt that my invite just got lost in the post. 

Handsome and Frederique turn to see Xavi stood at the entrance. 

Frederique: you have some nerve showing up here. You were but a footnote in the history of the house. 

Xavi walks down towards the photo, he shakes his head. 

Xavi: You really couldn’t find a photo without me in it? That would have been easier right? Oh wait… of course. By the time I left, so did the titles. I 

suppose you really were only in your prime when you had me around. 

Handsome: You? You were an underling, a lackey. The ceremony is over. Get out. 

Frederique: And quit with the confidence, I beat you. Put you in your place, so that’s right, get out or do I need I need to knock you out again?

Xavi: You can relax, I just wanted to see this with my own eyes… So enjoy looking back into the past, it makes perfect sense why you’d want to do that… 

but don’t forget guys, the future is Xavi. 

Handsome and Frederique look thoroughly unimpressed as Xavi smirks and exits. 

Farewell to House Handsome
 



Sit Down Interview

Bambino: Ladies and Gentlemen, I am joined by the Puerto Rican Champion, the most dominant man on the island, mutant!

Mutant: Doesn’t it sound good Lee?! Here we are, in every home in Puerto Rico. It’s been a long journey for FCW but this is 

just the beginning of the mutant era. 

Bambino: I’m going to jump right in with a fan question, MidKnightDreary has asked are you happy to see House Handsome 

gone? Or do you feel you like a worthy adversary? 

Mutant: I’m happy. [Mutant pauses for a moment, leaving Lee waiting, before he laughs.] No really it’s that simple. Handsome 

and his goons held this title hostage. He wasn’t a champion. He didn’t deserve this. [pats the title draped over his huge 

shoulder.] You might say he beat everyone in his reign, but how often did he cheat? Way I see it there’s a long list of 

adversaries who deserve a FAIR shot at this belt. Front of the line is Kip Keenan. He’s got momentum on his side, he’s a great 

athlete, and he’s held this very title for 10 months before. He sounds worthy to me. 

Bambino: Are you worried about the threat he possesses? 

Mutant: Come on now Bambs, does that sound like me? Worried?! I’m excited to get in the ring with him, our paths have 

barely crossed in all my time here. Excited? yes. But no, not worried. 

Mutant



Sit Down Interview

Bambino: Don’t shoot the messenger, but newbiezness wants to ask what percentage of your title do you owe to Puerto Rican Power?  [Mutant 

chuckles]

Mutant: Newbs might be a funny guy, what he’s not is observant. I don’t owe anybody anything. Handsome spent a year tilting the odds in his favour. But 

when S**t got real and he was in the middle of mayhem, he folded. I didn’t. I’m the king of the wasteland and I took my chance. I also beat his ass 

one on one just two weeks ago so case closed. 

Bambino: Perhaps he meant that Puerto Rican Power has been a role model? He was one hell of a champion, do you owe any of your ability to the 

example he set for so many years in FCW?

Mutant: me and the bossman get on fine, he respects the fact that I’ve grabbed the ball and I’m charging FCW into great things, I’m gonna make him 

a lot of money. He was a great champion that’s true but my strength comes from within, always has. In this business the second you look to someone 

else they’ll let you down. This isn’t a place for role models. 

Bambino: That’s a fairly cynical outlook, you must have someone you confide in? Or be friends with even. 

Mutant: This ‘outlook’ has done me perfectly good so far. 

Bambino asks Mutant if he has any final words for the FCW faithful or for Kip ahead of their tag match tonight.

Mutant: Kip Keenan, you’ve fought hard all the way to me. I respect that, but at Choked Out! I put you to the back of the line. Tonight is simple, stay 

out of my way and we’ll do just fine. 

Mutant



In Ring

Puerto Rican Power is in the ring, his weathered face looking stormy. 

PRP: Last week I came to you with the bad news that your People’s Champion, Island Boy Apollo, has broken his jaw. 

Tonight I’m afraid the update is not positive. We were hoping that the recovery would be quick, but it’s now likely it 

will be sometime before Island Boy is back. 

So unfortunately I have had to take the regrettable choice to strip him of the People’s Championship. [the boos are 

clear and loud.]

I understand. We all wish him the best in his recovery, he will have a title match waiting for him when he returns. 

Until then we have to crown a new champion, and with that in mind there are two non title singles matches currently 

booked for Choked Out! We have the first blood match between Marco and Carlos Gonzalez, and we have Charlie 

Thatcher against King Kong Kennedy. The winners of those two matches will meet at a later date with the People’s 

Championship on the line. 

Once again, thank you Island Boy Apollo, we all hope to see you soon. 

Puerto Rican Power



In Ring

Carl Batch entered with a grin spanning ear to ear following the news that his client Charlie Thatcher’s match at Choked 

Out will now be a number 1 contenders match. Charlie wasn’t here tonight but Tex and Martyr looked strong in their 

showing. 

Bret and Tyler (21 and 20) always throw their all in. Their youth shows in more ways than just their babyfaces, they are both 

lightweights, that whilst in decent shape, look as if they haven’t fully grown into their frames. Technically they are 

inconsistent and at times their punches look borderline pleasant to receive. They do however make up for a lot of their 

shortcomings with a reckless abandon and willingness to put their bodies on the line. 

With Carl at ringside the two members of batch Enterprises click surprisingly well. On paper they couldn’t be more different, 

a wily experienced cowboy and a soulless insane enigma. But in the ring they’ve gelled well, and as Martyr was enjoying 

torturing poor bret by twisting his fingers outside the ring Tex won with a running fist drop. 

Young & Wasted vs Batch Enterprises



Don Juan Pizza

The initial rivalry between the two rising stars stemmed from their contrasting views of what it meant to be a FCW fighter. Neither man are from 

the island, but Joffy has shown the island and it’s fans respect, viewing it an honour to fight in FCW. Davis on the other hand has made it clear this 

is but a career stopgap, he wants to make an impact in FCW just as much as Joffy but for him the purpose is to attract a big money offer. 

And yet the two find themselves number one contenders for the FCW Tag Team Titles as despite their differences they are two of the most talented 

members of the roster. In an attempt to find common ground the two have met for some pizza. It looks like the conversation is heated as the meals 

are taken away. 

Davis: This place is disgusting and the staff are idiots. They call that double pineapple?! Barely any on it. 

Joffy: *sighs* Look I hoped this would get us on the same page before our title match but let's just take an L for tonight, pay the bill and go our 

separate ways until Choked Out. 

Davis: Ok fine. [he checks the bill and counts out exactly his amount.] But no tip. In fact, they should be tipping me, getting to serve a future 

megastar is probably the most exciting thing that’s ever happened to them. 

Joffy: [Putting down extra to cover for DAvis.] I don’t get what you have against this island. It’s beautiful, the people are hard working, loyal. Even 

if you intend on leaving soon, why not enjoy it whilst you’re here? What’s the worst that could happen?

Davis: Probably some infectious disease I imagine. I just don’t-   [Before DWN could finish a trashcan was hurled at the two men and a duo of 

attackers pounced.]

Joffy Laine and Davis Wayne Newton



Don Juan Pizza

It’s The Harlem Knights! The tag team champions catch their challengers off guard and beat them down across the 

pizza parlour. Members of the public scurry out the way as they hurl them across tables. Davis pops up swinging 

towards Shaw but Harlem is there with a wooden chair to the back, he crashes down in a heap of pizza boxes. 

Joffy charges but again the duo are ready and a hip slams sends him through the counter towards the kitchen. Staff 

protest until a snarl from Harlem puts them in their place. 

Shaw: How bout this?

Curtis Shaw is grinning as he bradishes a pizza cutter! Harlem nods sadistically. 

Curtis grabs joffy still, he tries to break free but is unable as Harlem runs it over his scalp, his blonde hair 

immediately tainted red. 

Harlem: See you at Choked Out bitch! 

The Harlem Knights Attack! 



Singles Match

It’s been a tough few months for the former FCW Tag Team Champions and this was a clear opportunity for Relentless to make a 

bold statement of their future post house handsome. Conventional wisdom would suggest that an experienced duo, a bonafide tag 

team, would be able to compete, if not defeat, any two singles stars. But there’s little conventional about mutant. The King of the 

Wasteland has been on another level as of late and tonight continued this form, plowing through whichever reluctant relentlesser 

was in front of him. 

But the main story came when Kip slapped Mutant’s back as he ran the ropes to tag himself in, not satisfied to watch Mutant’s 

domination. The collegiate athlete moves smoothly in the ring, effortlessly chaining combinations of a wide range of moves. Both 

members of relentless however live up to their name and continue to keep coming back at Kip. At one point Rob hits a springboard 

wheel kick which knocks Kip down. He pulls himself up and looks over to Mutant who isn’t too bothered to see his partner in 

trouble. He extends the hand out but along with a grin as if to ask ‘have you had enough, do you need my help?’

But Kip peservers on his own, he too has a higher gear which he has made his home lately, defeating not just 10 opponents in a row 

but then Giant Brody. Rob charges right into his finishing belly to Belly and kip has the pin. He didn’t notice Richochet launching 

himself off the rope to try break up the pin but Mutant was ready and caught him mid air, catching him and hitting a tina turner (f5) 

Kip notices the assist as the referee counts 3. 

Post match Ryan holland doesn’t even try to lift their arms up together, despite getting the win there is a clear tension. Mutant is 

handed the Puerto Rican title back and he holds up high above Kip perhaps trying to antagonise his challenger. Kip doesn’t bite and 

instead backs away mouthing that he will be the next champion. 

Mutant and Kip Keenan vs Relentless



The FCW commentary team thank the viewer tuning into TV-PR for Freedom Fighters!

Bambino: The card for Choked Out is taking shape. We have Mutant vs Kip, we have the tag titles on the line, 

Gonzalez vs Gonzalez and Charlie Thatcher making his FCW debut in a match that could be King Kong’s last!

Cueball: The Puerto Rican Title is the biggest prize on the island and all eyes will be on that main event. 

Bambino:  Mutant has looked unstoppable one on one. But Kip’s form is unparalleled. 

Cueball: My question though is what will handsome Stranger or FRederique be doing? Wrestling legends 

deserve a spot, or is Puerto Rican Power going to continue his crusade against them by cutting them out of the 

PPV paycheck?

Bambino: The boss isn’t petty. I’m sure if they earn and deserve a spot they’ll be something for them. 

Cueball: Well we have one week left so don’t forget to tune in next week for the next episode of Freedom 

fighters!


